We conducted non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations to investigate Kapitza length at solid/liquid interfaces under the effects of bulk liquid pressures. Gold and silicon were utilized as hydrophilic and hydrophobic solid walls with different wetting surface behaviors, while the number of confined liquid water molecules was adjusted to obtain different pressures inside the channels. The interactions of solid/liquid couples were reparameterized accurately by measuring the water contact angle of solid substrates. In this paper, we present a thorough analysis of the structure, normal stress, and temperature distribution of liquid water to elucidate thermal energy transport across interfaces. Our results demonstrate excellent agreement between the pressures of liquid water in nano-channels and published thermodynamics data. The pressures measured as normal stress components were characterized using a long cut-off distance reinforced by a long-range van der Waals tail correction term. To clarify the effects of bulk liquid pressures on water structure at hydrophilic and hydrophobic solid surfaces, we defined solid/liquid interface spacing as the distance between the surface and the peak value of the first water density layer. Near the gold surface, we found that interface spacing and peak value of first water density layer were constant and did not depend on bulk liquid pressure; near the silicon surface, those values depended directly upon bulk liquid. Our results reveal that the pressure dependence of Kapitza length strongly depends on the wettability of the solid surface. In the case of the hydrophilic gold surface, Kapitza length was stable despite increasing bulk liquid pressure, while it varied significantly at the hydrophobic silicon surface. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rapid progress in Micro and Nano Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS and NEMS) has been challenged by the thermal transport problem in nanoscale. 1 The performance and reliability of these systems directly depend on the removal of latent heat by transporting either to the ambient surrounding environment or to a coolant system. In such cases, understanding the properties of thermal resistance at solid/liquid interfaces between nanoscale device components and surrounding/confined fluids, as well as between suspended nanoparticles and their fluid medium in nano-fluidics coolants, is critical to thermal management design.
The thermal resistance at a solid/liquid interface, known as the Kapitza resistance, was discovered by Kapitza in 1941. 2 One can also define the Kapitza length as the thickness of the bulk medium extrapolated from the temperature profile of liquid to solid where the wall temperature is reached. 3 There are many experimental, theoretical, and computational studies regarding Kapitza length and its dependence on multiple molecular properties. For instance, the effect of vibrational mismatch between solid and liquid on interfacial thermal resistance has been characterized as a function of relative thermal oscillation frequencies, solid/liquid interaction strength, temperature gradient, wall temperature, and surface a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
bohungk@ulsan.ac.kr topology. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] However, we are still far from a complete understanding. Further study is required to characterize the interfacial properties to enhance the heat dissipation efficiency.
As an alternative to experiments, computer simulations of several pioneers in the effect of fluid film confined between solid walls has been widely accepted. Thompson et al. 11 indicated that the confinement produces a marked shift in the bulk transition pressures of both spherical and chain molecules, and the shift depends on surface/fluid interaction strength. The strong surface/fluid interaction was also found as a main reason result the increase of density as the wall spacing was narrowed. 12, 13 Fluid adjacent to solid surface needs to be characterized since the structure and properties of interfacial liquid strongly affect the interfacial transport. In nanoconfinements, surface forces result in the ordering of fluid molecules adjacent to the surface known as density layering. In this case, density structures formed on the surface depend on the surface/fluid interactions at the interface as well as the fluid properties in the bulk. For the latter, the bulk fluid pressure is expected to have a strong influence on the number of fluid molecules in contact with the solid surface. According to the acoustics mismatch theory, thermal boundary resistance is proportional to the acoustic impedance of (ρc) −1 , where c and ρ are the phonon velocity and density of liquid, respectively. Hence, thermal resistance is expected to decrease as pressure increases. However, several authors have reported behaviors that contradict this theory. For example, Swartz et al.
14 observed pressure dependence of thermal boundary resistance only at very low temperatures, concluding that thermal boundary resistance is usually independent of pressure. Despite the common use of water nanoconfinements in numerous applications, there is still ambiguous understanding of the pressure dependence of thermal resistance at the solid/water interface.
The wetting behavior of a solid surface is another important factor that influences heat transfer at the solid/liquid interface. [5] [6] [7] For instance, the transport of thermal energy measured using the time-domain thermo-reflectance method found the Kapitza length at hydrophobic surfaces to be 2-3 times greater than its length at hydrophilic surfaces. 4 In such cases, the surface wetting behavior determines the surface/fluid structure and affects phonon coupling at its interface. Thus the surface/fluid structure at different bulk fluid pressures is expected to depend on wetting behavior.
Molecular dynamics simulations provide valuable insight into interface energy transfer mechanisms. Molecular dynamics considers the physical movements of molecules based on intermolecular interactions. The interaction parameters between pairs of identical molecules are obtained by empirical models, while the interaction parameters of nonidentical molecules are estimated from parameters of the pair of identical molecules using mixing rules. 15 Frequently, the solid/liquid interaction strength values are calculated as ε sl = √ ε ss ε ll = αε ll using solid/solid (ε ss ) and liquid/liquid (ε ll ) interaction strengths as well as a modulated coefficient (α). Previous researchers have reported α values ranging from 0.1 to 10, 3, [5] [6] [7] [16] [17] [18] [19] reflecting earlier attempts to simulate proper interface physics. However, the interaction parameters between identical molecules are optimized in a bulk material system and may need to be reparameterized for non-identical pairs instead of using simple mixing rules. One methodology is the measurement of the water contact angle to define the interactions between water and solids, [20] [21] [22] which properly characterizes liquid/solid interactions and recovers wetting behavior.
The objective of this study was to investigate the pressure dependence of Kapitza length at the interface between water and solid surfaces with different wetting behaviors. To this end, we performed molecular dynamics simulations of water thin films confined between gold and silicon surfaces, which have been experimentally characterized as hydrophilic and hydrophobic, respectively. We utilized calibrated gold/water and silicon/water interaction parameters, which correctly reparameterized the wetting behaviors by capturing water contact angles of 25
• for the gold surface 20 and 89
• for the silicon surface. 21 In order to further characterize the behavior of Kapitza length, we examined the water structure near the hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces at different bulk water pressures. This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we describe the molecular dynamics simulations of gold/water and silicon/water systems along with the interaction parameters used in this study. Section III describes the investigation of heat conduction in nano-channels and the determination of the Kapitza length at solid/liquid interfaces. Molecular dynamics simulations were used to calculate liquid water pressures at different densities, which were compared with existing thermodynamics values of the corresponding states. The structures of liquid water formed on hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces were examined at different bulk water densities. The interface coupling of water and hydrophilic/hydrophobic surfaces was characterized by defining the interface spacing between the nearest water density layer and the solid surface. Finally, we used the behavior of this interface spacing as a function of pressure to explain the pressure dependence of Kapitza length, and end with the conclusions from our study.
II. SIMULATION DETAILS
A schematic diagram of gold/water and silicon/water systems is shown in Figure 1 . Each system was composed of two parallel solid walls with liquid water confined between them. Gold walls were constructed with face-centered cubic (FCC) structure consisting of two 7a × 7a × 8a unit cells with lattice constant a = 4.08 Å. Diamond structure of silicon lattice crystal walls consisted of 5a × 5a × 6a unit cells with a = 5.43 Å. The distances between the two walls were 69.074 Å and 65.18 Å in the z −direction for gold and silicon channels, respectively. The outermost layers of both sides of the simulation domains were fixed to their original positions to maintain constant volume systems. Thermostats were placed at the outermost second, third, and fourth layers of both solid walls, and the remaining atoms were free to move. That means thermostat reservoirs were small groups of solid atoms next to the outermost layers on the left and right hand side of the system corresponding to hot and cold regions, respectively. The remains of solid atoms and liquid water in the system were free to move without thermostat applied when heat transfer occurred. Periodic boundary conditions were enforced in x-and y-directions. The number of liquid water molecules was artificially adjusted to obtain different water pressures inside the nano-channels. Details of the system dimensions are shown in Table I .
Many different models for liquid water have been developed by fitting some physical properties of water; as a result, different models show agreement with the different properties of water. A model requiring more fitting parameters gives better results, but becomes computationally inefficient due to its complexity. On the other hand, many studies showed that the thermodynamic properties of water models were most sensitive to the van der Waals repulsive, short-range Coulomb, and the polarization components of the potential. 23 Thus, the model explaining the van der Waals and Coulombic interactions with a proper polarization of water structure provides a fair understanding of complex water behavior.
Water models can be classified by the number of points used to define the model, and whether the structure is treated as rigid or flexible. In our study, for the purpose of simplicity and computational efficiency, we chose extended simple point charge (SPC/E) model which can be described as effective rigid pair potentials composed of Lennard-Jones (LJ) and Coulombic terms. 24 This water model has three interaction sites, corresponding to the three atoms of the water molecules. Each atom gets assigned a point charge to model the longrange Coulombic interactions, and the oxygen atom also exhibits LJ potential to model van der Waals forces. In particular, the partial charges q O = −0.8476e and q H = 0.4238e were assigned to oxygen and hydrogen atoms to model Coulombic interactions. Long-range electrostatic forces were calculated by a particle-particle, particle-mesh (PPPM) solver. 15 The harmonic O-H bond length of 0.1 nm and the H-O-H angle of 109.47
• were kept rigid using the SHAKE algorithm. 25 LJ interactions were calculated between the wall molecules and the oxygen atoms of the liquid water. We use the truncated LJ (12-6) potential to model the van der Waals interactions given as
where ε is the binding potential between solid and liquid, r ij is the intermolecular distance, σ is the molecular distance, and r c is the cut-off distance. Conventionally, a cut-off distance of 1 nm is employed to simulate LJ potentials, which is approximately equal to 3σ . 15 The forces applied on a particle i from all other particles within cut-off sphere were computed exactly, the particles did not feel any LJ pair interactions beyond the cut-off. However, accurate prediction of pressure was no longer valid, the thermodynamics state of liquid required considering of the long-range force field between the particles, while very large cut-off distance could magnify computational cost of MD simulations. 26 Therefore, an appropriate longer cut-off distance of 1.5 nm (approximately equal to 5σ ) supplemented by tail correction term helped us validate the full theoretical LJ potential to the energy and pressure in efficient way. 27 Interatomic forces between the gold molecules were modeled by the embedded atom method (EAM), 28 which describes the total energy of a metal by calculating the embedding energy as a function of the atomic electron density. For silicon, we used the Stillinger-Weber model to describe twobody and three-body interactions and enforce the correct coordinate tetrahedral bonded structure. 29 The interactions of gold and silicon with water were calculated using the interaction strength and distance parameters of ε Au/O = 0.02558 eV, σ Au/O = 3.6 Å and ε Si/O = 0.01511 eV, σ Si/O = 2.633 Å, which produced the wetting contact angles of 25
• and 89
• on gold 20 and silicon 21 surfaces, respectively. The calibration of interaction energy process reported as varying the interaction parameters between solid and liquid water in order to match the microscopic contact angle calculated by MD simulations with the experimentally measured macroscopic contact angle. Those water contact angle values induced by using the calibration interaction strength between solids with water above are consistence with the experimental contact angle values in report of Schrader et al. 30 and Martinez et al., 31 respectively. The details of molecular parameters used are given in Table II. We divided the simulation systems into slab bins. Two different bin sizes of 0.067 nm and 0.2 nm were utilized to determine temperature, stress, and density distributions. The local temperature in each slab bin was calculated using the average atomic kinetic energies as T =
, where k B is the Boltzmann constant, N n is the number of atoms in a slab bin, and m i and V i are mass and velocity of ith atom in the layer, respectively.
We calculated three orthogonal stresses normal to the x-, y-, and z-directions in the water domain (S xx , S yy , and S zz ). Computations of the atomistic stress tensor included two additive components: kinetic and virial terms. The kinetic term calculates the linear momentum resulting from particle velocities, while the virial term considers the internal contribution from short-range van der Waals forces, long-range Coulombic interactions, and the internal constraint forces of the bonds and angles of water molecules. 26, 32 In particular, the stress tensor for atom i is given by the following formula:
where α and β are the Cartesian coordinates. The first term on the right hand side is the kinetic component where m is the atomic mass of particle i, v α and v β are the velocity components of particle i in the α and β directions. The second, third, fourth, and fifth terms are the virial components; the second term is a pairwise energy contribution where n loops over the N p neighbors of atom i, r 1 and r 2 are the positions, and F 1 and F 2 are the forces of the two atoms in the pairwise interaction; the third and fourth terms are bond and angle contribution which atom i is part of; the Kspace term is the contribution from long-range Coulombic interactions for PPPM solver; and finally, fifth term is the SHAKE internal constraint force to particle i. The per-atom array values above would be in product of stress and volume units. Therefore, the local stress tensor (S xx , S yy , and S zz ) in each slab bins was given as dividing the average of total per-atom stress tensor by the certain volume of slab bin. Simulations began with NVT (constant number of molecules, constant volume, and constant temperature) ensemble to establish system equilibrium. In this state, the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution was used as the initial velocity for all molecules, and Nose-Hoover thermostat maintained system temperature of 300 K. In order to induce heat flux across the simulation domain, different temperatures were assigned to hot and cold reservoirs using Langevin thermostat, while the remaining solid lattices and fluid were maintained with NVE (constant number of molecules, constant volume, and constant energy) ensemble. In this second state, heat transfer simulations were performed for 10 ns: 2 ns for the system to reach a steady state in the presence of applied heat, and two periods of 4 ns each in which temperature, density, and stress tensor distributions were measured. The simulation time step was set as 1.0 fs. All simulations were performed using LAMMPS.
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III. RESULTS
A. Density, normal stress, and temperature profiles of liquid water within nano-channels Density profiles of water confined in gold and silicon channels are given in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) , respectively. Water density exhibits oscillatory behavior over several atomic distances from the solid surface. The water density oscillation gradually converges to the constant value of 1 g/cm 3 in the bulk region of channel. This oscillation is observed since the molecules are ordered in the vicinity of the solid interface due to the dominance of surface forces. These forces were more extensive on the hydrophilic gold than the hydrophobic silicon surface, leading to higher peak water density near the gold surface. In addition to its strong attractive forces that create stronger oscillations, hydrophilic gold has profound repulsive forces that create a depletion layer immediately adjacent to its surface. The depletion layer is a zero-density region between liquids and solid surfaces that has been observed both experimentally 35 and mathematically. 36 In contrast, water penetrates into the first silicon layer as reported by Barisik et al., 21 creating no zero-density region. In particular, the solid silicon has lower atomic packing factor (APF Si = 0.34) than the gold (APF Au = 0.74). 37 This indicates that silicon crystal structure is less dense and has plenty of empty space. 38 Thus, water molecules can penetrate into the silicon lattice while densely packed gold structure does not allow such occurrence and even strong repelling forces create a depletion layer next to surface. 38, 39 Instead, we can define "solid/liquid interface spacing" as the distance between the solid surface and the peak value of the first water density layer. Solid/liquid interface spacing is less between water and silicon than between water and gold due to the weaker surface forces and less dense structure of silicon. The normal stress distributions of liquid water in gold and silicon channels using 200 slab bins are plotted in Figures 3 (a) and 3(b), respectively. Normal stress oscillates near the solid/liquid interface due to the local density variation of liquid water. In light of this, it is impossible to define pressure at the solid/liquid interface. However, away from these oscillations, normal stress becomes isotropic and pressure can be calculated as the average of the three orthogonal normal stress components: P = S xx +S yy +S zz 3 . Liquid water pressures inside the gold and silicon nano-channels calculated using molecular dynamics were found to be 43.78 and 44.47 MPa at the corresponding densities of 1.0116 and 1.0111 g/cm 3 and average temperatures of 302.48 and 303.6 K, respectively. These values are approximately equal to the thermodynamics pressures of 36.74 and 36.47 MPa (see Table III ) under the same density and temperature conditions, indicating the compressed state of liquid water in the nano-channels.
Temperature distributions along the gold/water and silicon/water systems obtained using 200-and 67-slab bins are shown in Figure 4 . In both channels, the hot reservoir on the left was maintained at 323 K, while the right reservoir was maintained at 283 K. In the bulk liquid region, local temperature varied in a linear function with position. The temperatures measured by the fine and coarse slab bins were very similar in this region, confirming a steady state in the presence of applied heat flux. Near the solid surfaces, the local temperature obtained using the fine bin size of 0.067 nm oscillated due to the density layering of water, while the coarse bin size of 0.2 nm resulted in a nearly linear profile with minor oscillations near the surface. As mentioned in Sec. II, the local temperature was calculated by averaging total atomic kinetic energies in each slab bin. The limited number of liquid particles observed in some local bins induces fluctuations in temperature as a function of density. The local temperature oscillates near solid interface due to the significant density layering in fine slab bins. On the other hand, the fluctuation diminished in the coarse slab bins, since a larger slab bin contains more particles participating to the average and reducing the fluctuation. Furthermore, strong layering in the vicinity of the hydrophilic gold surface induces more temperature fluctuations than near hydrophobic silicon. Inside the solid domains, linear temperature profiles are observed except temperature jumps between thermostat-applied and thermostat-free solid layers. These artificial temperature jumps develop due to the applied thermostat, which adjusts atomic velocities to maintain a set temperature. 40 Between solid and liquid domains, existence of thermal resistance illustrated as a temperature jump at the interface, indicates a mismatch between the vibrational densities of solid and liquid phases. Figure 4 not only gives temperature distributions, but also illustrates the computation of the Kapitza length at solid/liquid interfaces. First, the local temperature gradient was calculated in the bulk regions of liquid domains. Second, a linear least-square fit through these points was extrapolated to the solid surface. Extrapolation of the local temperature from liquid regions onto the interfaces enabled us to define the temperature jump as the temperature difference between extrapolated liquid and solid temperatures. The temperature jumps at solid/liquid interfaces are indicated by arrows in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) . Kapitza length is therefore given as a function of the temperature gradient of the liquid and the temperature jump at the interface as
B. Calculations of pressure, interface spacing, and Kapitza length
where ∂T/∂n is the temperature gradient on the liquid side, and the temperature jump is T = T f luid − T wall . To elucidate the relationship between Kapitza length and liquid water pressure in nanoscale confinements, we performed a series of molecular dynamics simulations of thermal energy transport across solid/liquid interfaces by varying the number of liquid water molecules confined in the nano-channels. In order to understand the effect of bulk water density on the near surface liquid structures, we studied the local density distributions by dividing the simulation domains into 800-slab bins. The density structures of water near gold and silicon surfaces with these finer slab bins are given in Figures 5(a) and  5(b) . Similar to the observation illustrated in Figure 2 , liquid density profiles exhibit pronounced oscillation near the solid surface. Despite the increase of bulk liquid density, the first density layers adjacent to the gold surface stayed unaffected, as illustrated in Figure 5 (a). The increase in bulk density did not change the density value and position of these layers. Therefore, the change of bulk water density inside the nanochannels did not affect the density structure formed on the hydrophilic gold surface. In addition, the pronounced density layering next to solid surfaces developed due to the surface forces forming solid-like ordering of water near surface. However, different than the solidified water density profile characterized by distinct peaks and significant empty space between them, observed liquid layering showed an oscillation region under the surface force effects and uniform density structure sufficiently away from surface in the center. 41 In contrast, the water structure adjacent to the hydrophobic silicon surface was affected by bulk density. The density peak value of the first water density layers increased, and their locations deviated with increased liquid density in the bulk of the nano-channel as shown in Figure 5 (b). We found that the increase in bulk liquid water not only enhanced the number of liquid molecules colliding with the silicon surface but also reduced their interface spacing. In addition, the existing penetration of liquid molecules into the silicon surface increased slightly under the effect of bulk liquid water. These findings suggest that variations in bulk density of a liquid confined in a hydrophobic silicon nano-channel play a critical role in the liquid structure at the solid surface.
In light of the observations at hydrophilic gold and hydrophobic silicon surfaces, we hypothesize that surface wettability significantly affects momentum exchange at the solid/liquid interface with different bulk liquid pressures by increasing the number of liquid molecules in contact with the surface. Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show variation in the S yy components of normal stress with changes in liquid water density confined in gold and silicon channels, highlighting the correlation between pressure and bulk liquid density. Most likely the behavior of liquid water density distribution near solid surfaces, a dominant second stress peak and a much weaker third stress peak indicate the onset of the density layering effects on stresses tensor distributions. In the compressed state, small variations in liquid water density induce large deviations in pressure and in the resulting calculation of thermodynamic state, which is characteristic of nanoscale confinement systems (i.e., limited volume and finite number of molecules).
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the relationship between molecular dynamics-calculated pressures and thermodynamic state in both gold and silicon channels. As discussed with stresses tensor distributions in Figure 3 , pressure was calculated by averaging the three orthogonal normal stress components in the bulk region, where all of them converged to a constant value. Molecular dynamics-calculated pressures showed a good agreement with the experimental values 42 over a wide range of water densities (see Table III ). Therefore, we concluded that liquid pressure predictions using the cut-off distance of 1.5 nm along with a tail correction term of long-range van der Waals interaction resulted in values comparable to existing thermodynamics pressures.
In order to validate the effect of bulk pressure on liquid water density near solid surfaces, we measured the solid/liquid interface spacing, defined as the distance between the solid surface and the peak value of the first water density layer. Figure 6 (c) illustrates that the interface spacing does not depend on bulk liquid pressure, implying a relatively stable distance between the gold surface and the first water density layer. This means that the interface spacing is not compressible near the hydrophilic gold surface. In contrast, values as a function of pressure in the silicon channel are plotted in Figure 6(d) , in which the interface spacing decreased with increasing bulk liquid pressure, indicating the remarkable compressibility of the interface spacing near the hydrophobic silicon surface.
Kapitza length as a function of bulk liquid density in nanoscale confinements is plotted in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) . Kapitza length, which reaches a constant mean value as shown in Figure 7 (a), was not affected by bulk liquid water density in the gold channel. The convergence of Kapitza length can be explained by the strong adsorption of hydrophilic gold surfaces with liquid water molecules that results in a stable peak density value of liquid water despite increased bulk liquid density in the nano-channel. As a result, Kapitza length was independent of liquid pressures within the gold channel. This observation is consistent with the water structure obtained using 800-slabs bin in Figure 5 (a), as well as the measurement in Figure 6 (c) where the solid/liquid interface spacing is relatively stable despite increasing bulk liquid water density in the gold channel. In contrast, Kapitza length decreased linearly with increasing bulk liquid density near the hydrophobic silicon surface as shown in Figure 7(b) . We found that the number of liquid water molecules in contact with the silicon surface increased with greater bulk liquid density in the silicon nano-channel, which in turn increased the number of liquid molecules colliding with solid surfaces under the effects of bulk liquid pressure enhanced thermal energy transport across the solid/liquid interface, thereby reducing Kapitza length. For silicon, increase of pressure creates close packing between water and silicon molecules (smaller interface spacing) which develops a better coupling (more collisions between liquid and solid) enhancing the heat transport. The interpenetration of solid and liquid enhanced phonon transmission and reduced thermal resistance by providing additional phonon transport channels in the interfacial region. 43 Our results from the liquid water model differ from previously reported atomistic simulations of heat transfer based upon non-polar, monoatomic liquid molecules and their simple pairwise interaction potentials, which represented the negligible effect of liquid ordering adjacent to hydrophilic/hydrophobic solid surfaces on interface thermal transport. 44 Our results are consistent with the transport of thermal energy through solid/liquid interfaces as reported by Torii et al., 45 as well as with the predictions reported by Xue et al. 44 involving the effects of complex liquid (water or chain-like molecular) layering on interface thermal resistance. Their model predicted that thermal energy transport through a solid/liquid interface is governed by the ordering of liquid structures in the vicinity of the solid surface.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a systematic investigation of Kapitza length at solid/water interfaces under the effects of bulk liquid pressures using molecular dynamics simulations. We observed distinct behaviors of liquid water near hydrophilic gold and hydrophobic silicon surfaces. In gold channel, we measured a depletion zone immediately adjacent to the hydrophilic gold surface, with a constant magnitude of the first peak of liquid water density under changing bulk liquid water. In contrast, liquid water molecules penetrated into the hydrophobic silicon surface, and the first peak value of liquid density slightly increased with increasing bulk liquid water. Furthermore, temperature distributions along the nanochannels were obtained with temperature jump at solid/liquid interfaces, indicating the existence of interfacial thermal resistance.
We utilized a long cut-off distance reinforced by the longrange van der Waals tail correction term in order to calculate the normal stress components accurately. The pressure of liquid water confined in the nano-channels increased along with the bulk density of liquid molecules, and showed reasonable agreement with the thermodynamics state of liquid water by experimental data. Under the effects of bulk liquid pressures, the interface spacing was relatively stable near the hydrophilic gold surface, while it was highly sensitive to bulk liquid pressure in the silicon channel. In addition, the fluctuation of local pressures near the interface suggested the onset of the density layering effects on stresses tensor distributions. Under the compressed state, small variations in the liquid density of water caused large changes in pressure, providing unique behavior about the nature of materials arising from nanoscopic confinement.
Finally, our findings showed that Kapitza length was independent of liquid pressures in the hydrophilic gold channel. In contrast, Kapitza length decreased linearly with increasing bulk liquid density in the hydrophobic silicon channel. Based on the results, the pressure dependence of Kapitza length strongly depends on the wettability of the solid surface in which heat transfer is governed by the structure of liquid water in contact with the surface. The greater number of liquid molecules colliding with the surface enhances thermal energy transfer across the solid/liquid interface. In addition to the knowledge that Kapitza length depends on the boundary conditions of solid/water interaction strength as demonstrated by conventional molecular dynamics studies, the bulk liquid pressure dependence of Kapitza length directly depends on the wettability of solid surfaces. We are optimistic that our results will be applicable to nanochannel-confined liquids in future studies.
